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Abstract—In this paper, bistatic interferometry using fixed-
receiver configurations is addressed both theoretically and exper-
imentally. The analytical expressions for interferometric phase
and height sensitivity are derived, and a full interferometric
processing chain for digital elevation model (DEM) generation
is presented. The derived expressions are general, and they can
be applied to two possible acquisition geometries: backscattering
and forward scattering. The theoretical developments are comple-
mented with experimental results done with the bistatic receiver
Synthetic Aperture radar Bistatic Receiver for INterferometric
Applications. The obtained DEMs are compared with a DEM
from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission and a digital terrain
model from the Institut Cartografic de Catalunya. The compar-
ison allows one to validate the results and demonstrate to which
particular features of the scene that the bistatic radar is sensitive.

Index Terms—Bistatic configurations, interferometry, synthetic
aperture radar (SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) has been, for the last
few decades, a very useful technique for Earth observation,

being able to deliver images of large terrain areas independently
of weather conditions. With a steady supply of data available, a
number of SAR-derived techniques have been developed, such
as SAR interferometry (InSAR) [1]–[4], differential InSAR
(DInSAR) [5]–[7], polarimetric SAR (Pol-SAR) [8], and po-
larimetric InSAR [9]. Nowadays, most of these techniques have
reached maturity in the monostatic case. However, bistatic and
multistatic configurations are opening new lines of research.
These configurations result in novel observation geometries,
in some cases revealing different scattering mechanisms, and
will therefore require a brand new formulation as in the case
of Pol-SAR [10]. A discussion of different multistatic missions
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and experiments can be found in [11]–[15]. In most of these
missions, however, the bistatic angle is small, so that they can
be considered as quasi-monostatic from a geometrical point
of view. If the receiver and transmitter follow independent
trajectories and they look at the scene from different points of
view, truly bistatic geometries appear.

An important issue in any multistatic system is the syn-
chronization between the transmitter and the receivers. This
problem can be solved with dedicated synchronization links,
like in TanDEM-X [16]. In the case of noncooperative systems,
like those using sources of opportunity, synchronization can be
recovered using a dedicated channel to acquire a clean line-of-
sight signal [17].

The Remote Sensing Laboratory of the Universitat Politèc-
nica de Catalunya (UPC) is investigating bistatic configurations
that use ground-based fixed receivers and orbital sensors as
transmitters of opportunity. In this context, a first C-band re-
ceiver named SAR Bistatic Receiver for INterferometric Ap-
plications (SABRINA) [18], [19] has been implemented and
successfully tested using the SAR systems carried by the Euro-
pean Remote Sensing satellite 2 (ERS-2) and ENVISAT satel-
lites of the European Space Agency as transmitters. SABRINA
is placed at locations with a good view of the scene, like the top
of a hill or the roof of a tall building.

Aside from solving the technological challenges derived
from working with noncooperative transmitters, the main goal
of this research line at UPC is the study and development of
applications based on bistatic systems. Similar to the mono-
static case, interferometric applications, and particularly the
differential ones, appear as a good niche. The DInSAR mon-
itoring of urban areas affected by subsidence phenomena can
benefit from the particularities of bistatic systems. For instance,
in some cases, a bistatic system may be able to generate
good quality data where the performance of a typical orbital
monostatic geometry is severely worsened by foreshortening,
which degrades the ground-range resolution, or layover effects.
Moreover, a multistatic system can simultaneously observe a
scene from different points of view using a single transmitter.
Several receivers can be placed at different locations, and it
should be possible to extract the 3-D vector of movement by
applying DInSAR techniques. The cost of deploying dedicated
receivers is by far lower than having a dedicated monostatic
system with similar capabilities.

This paper presents the first steps toward bistatic inter-
ferometric applications. These first steps are focused on the
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Fig. 1. Backscattering and forward-scattering bistatic SAR geometries for
interferometric data acquisition.

obtention of digital elevation models (DEMs) using single-pass
interferometric acquisitions. General expressions are derived,
which can be applied to two different acquisition geome-
tries: backscattering and forward scattering. The theoretical
developments are complemented by the results obtained with
SABRINA using ERS and ENVISAT. This paper is structured
as follows: In Section II, the particular bistatic geometry with
fixed receivers is discussed, as well as the expressions for
range and azimuth bistatic resolutions. Section III describes
SABRINA, which is the acquisition system. The particular-
ities of the bistatic interferometric chain are highlighted in
Section IV. Section V presents the bistatic DEMs and their
comparison with a Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
DEM and a digital terrain model (DTM) from the Institut
Cartografic de Catalunya (ICC). Finally, Section VI presents
the main conclusions of this paper.

II. INTERFEROMETRIC GEOMETRY

A. Geometry Description

This section analyzes a particular bistatic configuration that
uses an orbital sensor as the transmitter of opportunity with a
ground-based fixed receiver. Two complementary geometries
are discussed: backscattering and forward scattering. In the
backscattering case, the transmitter and receiver are located
at the same side of the imaged area, whereas in the forward-
scattering geometry, the imaged area is between the transmitter
and the receiver. It has to be pointed out that, strictly speaking,
pure backscattering only happens if the transmitter, receiver,
and target area are aligned. Fig. 1 shows the two geometric
configurations, where θt and θr are the incidence angles for
the transmitter and receiver, respectively; α is the local terrain
slope; Bn is the perpendicular baseline from master receiver to
slave receiver; Rr M and Rr S are the distances from a target
to the master and slave receivers, respectively; and Rt is the
transmitter-target range.

B. Range Resolution

In a monostatic geometry, isorange surfaces are the spheres
centered at the position of the transmitter. In a bistatic geometry,

these isorange surfaces become the locus of points where the
sum of distances to the transmitter and to the receiver is a
constant. Thus, they are ellipsoids with the transmitter and
receiver as foci. Taking this into account and considering that
the terrain has local slopes αr with respect the receiver and αt

respect the transmitter, the ground-range resolution is

Δrg|bi =
c

Δfc · (sin(θt − αt) + sin(θr − αr))
(1)

where Δfc is the bandwidth of the transmitted chirp. For our
particular case, where the receiver illuminates a small scene and
the transmitter is very far away, the local slopes with respect to
the transmitter and the receiver are very similar (αt ≈ αr = α).
It can be approximated that the transmitter, receiver, and their
respective range vectors to the scene are on the same plane, as
shown in Fig. 1. Note that, in a forward-scattering geometry, θt

and θr have opposite signs [19]. In the backscattering case, if
both angles are equal and taking into account that αt ≈ αr = α,
(1) reduces to the standard monostatic ground-range resolution
expression

Δrg|mono =
c

2Δfc · sin(θ − α).
. (2)

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the ground-range resolution
for bistatic (a) backscattering, (b) forward-scattering, and (c)
monostatic geometries and assuming the 16-MHz pulse band-
width transmitted by ERS-2 and ENVISAT.

The incidence angle for the orbital transmitter can be con-
sidered constant along the swath (in this case, θt = 23◦) as
the satellite is far away and the area of interest is relatively
small. For the receiver, an incidence angle of θr = 80◦ has
been considered. In all cases, the resolution has been plotted for
angles for which there is no shadowing. Shadow regions due to
the transmitter and receiver geometries are indicated. It can be
observed that the monostatic geometry is less affected by the
shadowing than the bistatic one. In particular, Fig. 2(b) shows
the double-shadow effect present in the forward-scattering
case. Observing Fig. 2(a) and (c) and taking into account (1),
it can be observed that, for the regions without shadowing or
layover, the backscattering bistatic range resolution is better
than the monostatic while the forward-scattering resolution is
worse. Still, there is a margin of incidence angles for which this
forward-scattering resolution is good enough for the system to
remain useful. In general, there is a total loss of resolution when
the specular condition is met

(θt − α) = −(θr − α). (3)

The main limitation in this example is the shadowing due to
the grazing look angle of the receiver. If the receiver was set
on an aircraft or if it was placed on a hill looking down to the
scene, the looking angle would be better in terms of shadowing.
It is also true that the shadowing region will be reduced if
a set of receivers with complementary illuminated areas was
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Fig. 2. Ground-range resolution in (a) backscattering, (b) forward-scattering,
and (c) monostatic geometries, taking into account a receiver incident angle of
θr = 80◦. The layover and the shadow for transmitter and receiver have been
emphasized with different patterns. (a) Backscattering ground-range resolution.
(b) Forward-scattering ground-range resolution. (c) Monostatic ground-range
resolution.

used. It has to be noticed that the negative resolutions in Fig. 2
correspond to layover areas.

C. Azimuth Resolution

As it was shown in [19], the relationship between the mono-
static and bistatic azimuth resolutions can be approximated by

Δra|bi ≈
La√

2
=

√
2 · Δqra|mono (4)

where La is the azimuth effective length of the transmitting an-
tenna. There are two phenomena that affect the azimuth bistatic
resolution in comparison with the monostatic one. The first one
is the loss of resolution due to the one-way propagation path of
the bistatic case that reduces the effective Doppler bandwidth
by a factor of two. The second is the wider one-way antenna
beamwidth with respect to the two-way one that increases the
integration time and, thus, the resolution approximately by a
factor of

√
2. The combination of both leads to an effective loss

of resolution roughly by a factor of
√

2 in comparison with the
monostatic case.

D. Interferometric Phase

The interferometric phase for a point P with respect to a
reference height is

ΨP =
2π

λ
· HP ·

(
Bn

Rr M · sin(θr)

)
(5)

where HP is the height of the point. Notice that the phase
is only dependent on the one-way path from the scene to the
receiver. Rt is irrelevant as it is common to both images. As the
scene is usually close to the receiver, the geometric parameters
(Bn, Rr M , and θr) are expected to suffer strong variations
across the swath.

III. ACQUISITION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The current receiver system, SABRINA, consists of a two-
channel C-band front-end, where the signal is amplified and
downconverted to an intermediate frequency (IF), and a high-
speed digitizer that samples this IF signal. The absence of a
dedicated link between the transmitter and the receiver local os-
cillators results in the necessity of using a direct signal for pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) recovery and phase synchronization
[17]. This direct signal can be obtained either from a dedicated
channel, with an antenna pointing directly to the satellite, or
from the direct signal recorded through the sidelobes of the
receiver antenna. The former is the best option, but the latter can
be used in the case of having a reduced number of digitization
channels. This was the case for the interferometric experiments.

The acquisition time has to be synchronized with the satellite
overpass. The acquisition window is centered in the predicted
zero Doppler time. The window length has to take into account
the transmitter illumination time of the region of interest and
some extra margin to cope with clock synchronization and pre-
dicted orbit inaccuracies, or predicted Doppler centroid error.
Thus, a conservative strategy has been adopted, consisting of
sampling an acquisition window continuously within the limits
of the available memory, which is roughly 8 s.

Fig. 3(a) shows a photograph of SABRINA during an experi-
ment at UPC, while Fig. 3(b) shows a simplified block diagram
of the receiver system. For a detailed discussion of SABRINA,
the reader is referred to [19].

IV. INTERFEROMETRIC PROCESSING

A. Image Focusing

The bistatic Single-Look Complex (SLC) images can be gen-
erated using a wide range of bistatic SAR processing algorithms
[12], [20]–[25]. In this paper, for simplicity, a bistatic back-
projection algorithm has been used. Although this method has a
high computational cost, it is appropriate in this case due to the
small size of the observed scene, which is limited by the field of
view of the receiver. An important consideration regarding the
processing of the bistatic raw data is that the phase history is no
longer azimuth invariant. The phase history of a target depends
only of the variation of its relative distance with the transmitter
while being illuminated. Thus, since the receiver is fixed and the
bistatic distance is the sum of the distances to the target of the
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Fig. 3. (a) SABRINA prototype deployed on the roof of a building at UPC
campus during an acquisition. (b) Receiver diagram of the dual channel
receiver. The first channel is connected to an antenna pointed directly at the
satellite to obtain a clean reference signal. The second channel receives the
scattered signal. Both signals are downconverted and sampled continuously at
IF. (a) SABRINA on roof of UPC. (b) SABRINA’s simplified receiver diagram.

transmitter and receiver, two targets at the same bistatic range
can have different phase histories. An external DEM or DTM
has to be used to separate the bistatic range from the receiver
and transmitter contributions and to apply the proper azimuth
compression filter to each target.

B. Interferometric Processing

After the focusing step, the two resulting complex bistatic
images, which are the master and slave, are combined to
generate an interferogram. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the
interferometric processing chain to generate a geocoded DEM
from a pair of bistatic images. Since a DTM is available, and in
order to help the phase unwrapping, it makes sense to generate a
synthetic interferogram and cancel most of the interferometric
fringes. Once the interferometric phase has been unwrapped,
it is necessary to estimate the unknown phase offset. One
option is to use a bistatic active radar calibrator (BARC) or
a clear reference target with geographical coordinates that are
perfectly known and mathematically calculate the phase offset.
However, depending on the characteristics of the scene, it can
be difficult to deploy and measure the BARC or find the proper
reference. An alternative method has been developed for these
situations. In both monostatic and bistatic cases, any error on

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the interferometric processing chain.

Fig. 5. Scheme used to calculate the sensitivity δH/δΨ.

the phase offset would lead, as a first approximation, to a height
ramp in range. In particular, for the bistatic case, the ramp is
proportional to the distance to the receiver (Rr). Similarly, the
inaccuracies of the measurement of the baseline or time delays
have a similar effect [26]. The sensitivity of the height as a
function of the interferometric phase (δH/δΨ) can be easily
derived from Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Example of how the sensitivity varies along the distance to the receiver,
having the receiver close to the region of interest.

For a target with a height H , located at a distance Rr from
the receiver, with an incidence angle θ and having a vertical
baseline Bv in reception, its interferometric phase is

Ψ =
2π

λ
· Bv · cos(θ). (6)

Taking into account that

cos(θ) =
Hrel

Rr
(7)

where Hrel = H − HRx1, it can be shown that

δΨ
δH

=
2π

λ
· Bv · sin(θ)2

Rr
. (8)

Thus, the sensitivity is given by

ΔH

ΔΨ
=

λ

2π
· Rr

Bv · sin2(θ)
. (9)

Fig. 6 shows how the sensitivity varies with the distance
to the receiver, assuming flat earth and the receiver placed
at 120 m above sea level. This 120 m is the sum of the
ground above sea level, which is 70 m, and the height of the
building where they are placed above the ground, which is
50 m. The vertical baseline used in this simulation is 1.12 m,
which is the one employed in the experiments. This baseline
is a good compromise between fringe frequency and hardware
portability. In order to find an equivalent monostatic baseline
Bn,monostatic, the bistatic and the corresponding monostatic
phases can be equated

2π

λ
· Bn,bistatic

Rr ·sin(Θr,bistatic)
=

4π

λ
· Bn,monostatic

Rmonostatic · sin(Θmonostatic)
.

(10)

Taking into account that Bn = Bv · sin(Θ), assuming typical
monostatic values (Rmonostatic = 850 Km,Θmonostatic = 23◦)
and a bistatic receiver range (Rr = 3 Km), a vertical bistatic
baseline of 1.12 m is equivalent to a normal monostatic baseline
of 62 m.

The residual phase, which is the phase difference between
the unwrapped interferogram and the synthetic one, can be
related to the height of the bistatic scattering centers. Most of
them belong to the visible buildings and therefore are located
above the nominal height given by the starting DTM. Thus,
considering a uniform distribution of building heights and that
a phase offset introduces a height ramp in Rr, it makes sense

Fig. 7. (a) (Solid line) Real and (diamonds) retrieved heights of an axial cut
of the simulated urban skyline. (b) Height error versus range distance for the
whole simulated scene.

to find the phase offset that minimizes the absolute value of the
height difference due to the residual phase.

A number of simulations have been carried out to test this
phase offset estimation method with synthetic interferograms
that consider the height of the buildings and shadowing. A
set of urban DEMs has been generated by locating at random
positions over a DTM of Barcelona obstacles chosen out of
two possible uniform height distributions. The first distribution
was between 0 and 40 m, simulating the low-rise building
characteristic of most of the city. The second distribution was
between 40 and 100 m, to simulate the few tall buildings present
in Barcelona. Obstacles had a 300-to-1 probability of being
chosen out of the first distribution. For each urban DEM, an
interferogram has been computed, and random phase offsets
have been added to simulate the measured data. The DTM, with
no buildings, was used as a reference. Applying the sensitivity
equation and minimizing the root mean squared (rms) height
difference between the retrieved DEMs and the DTM, the
difference between the real and obtained phase offsets always
converges to approximately 15◦. Fig. 7 shows an axial cut of
one realization of the simulated DEM and the underlying DTM.
The solid lines represent the real heights, and the diamonds
denote the retrieved DEM for the visible points. The shadow-
ing introduced by buildings, like the one at 2000-m range in
Fig. 7(a), couples the probability of seeing a building with its
height. Since the probability of being in a shadow region also
increases with range, there is coupling between the measured
height and distance, which is wrongly interpreted as an error
due to a phase offset. The final height error due to the deviation
of phase offset estimation has been analyzed for the whole
simulated scene, and as it can be seen in Fig. 7(b), it is less than
12 m in far range. As this height error is relatively small, this
method can be considered valid for the phase offset calculus in
the absence of clear references in the scene.
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The fringes of the interferogram are reduced prior to the
phase unwrapping using a synthetic interferogram generated
with the DTM. The residual fringes are mainly due to pixels
located on buildings with a height above the reference one.
Using the expression of the height of ambiguity, given by

Hamb =
λ · Rr

Bv · sin2(θr)
(11)

and knowing approximately the maximum height of the build-
ings, it is possible to determine if the residual phase is likely
to be wrapped. If the ambiguity height is below the maximum
height of the buildings, then the phase has to be unwrapped.

Geocoding takes place using the complete interferometric
phase with the phase offset corrected, the satellite’s orbit, and
the positions of the receiver antennas. A control point is used
for orbit alignment [17].

Similar to the monostatic case, the geocoded position of each
pixel can be obtained from the solution of the following system
of equations:

(�PTx − �P ) · �VTx

‖�R‖
=λ · fDC

‖�PRx1 − �P‖ + ‖�PTx − �P‖ =Rb,1

‖�PRx2 − �P‖ − ‖�PRx1 − �P‖ = − λ

2π
· ΔΨ (12)

where �PTx, �PRx1, �PRx2, and �P are the Cartesian coordinates
of the transmitter, the master and slave receivers, and the pixel
to be georeferenced, respectively. �VTx is the velocity vector
of the transmitter, λ is the wavelength, fDC is the Doppler
centroid frequency, Rb,1 is the bistatic distance for the master
receiver, and ΔPsi is the unwrapped interferometric phase.
The first equation is the Doppler equation. Since the receiver
is not moving, this equation is the same, except for a two-
factor one, as in a monostatic geometry. The second equation
is the bistatic range equation for the master receiver antenna
that describes an ellipsoid with one focus at the master antenna
and the other at the transmitter. Finally, the third equation
represents a hyperbola with two foci at the receivers. This
hyperboloid defines the locus of points for which the difference
of distances to the master and slave antennas is constant. This
difference of distances is obtained from the interferometric
phase. The last equation can also be formulated as another
ellipsoid for the slave antenna and its bistatic range calculated
from the interferometric phase, similar of what it is done with
spheres in a monostatic geometry. However, the hyperbola gives
better conditioning of the nonlinear system of equations since
its intersection with the ellipsoid is better defined than the
intersection between two ellipsoids with a common focus at the
transmitter and the other foci at each receiver.

V. RESULTS

In this section, the results obtained using SABRINA from
two data sets with different bistatic geometries, backscattering
and forward scattering, are presented and discussed. The data
were acquired in Barcelona (Spain) over two different areas.

Fig. 8. Interferometric antennas and scene on the background for the
backscattering geometry.

Fig. 9. Scene observed in the forward-scattering acquisition geometry.

The backscattering data were obtained using ERS-2 as the
transmitter of opportunity while the forward-scattering data set
using ENVISAT. In both cases, the passes were descending.

A. Data Set Description

1) Backscattering Geometry: The data acquisition was on
November 9, 2007. The receivers were placed on the top of a
54-m tall building (UPC’s School of Industrial Engineering),
and the scene was observed under a backscattering geometry.
Fig. 8 shows the experimental setup with the scene in the back-
ground: an urban area in near range and a sparsely vegetated
hill on far range. The two receiver antennas were separated by a
vertical baseline of 77cm. The maximum range was about 1 km,
which was limited by the hill in the northwest.

2) Forward-Scattering Geometry: The second acquisition
took place on April 16, 2007. The system was placed in the
same building, but this time, the antennas were pointing to
the opposite direction, with a forward-scattering configuration.
The receiver antennas were separated 112 cm in vertical, and
the extension of the illuminated scene was larger, which is about
5 km in range. Most of the area is urban except a hill in the far
range near the sea, called Montjuic. The scene viewed by the
antennas is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10. (a) Bistatic reflectivity of the scene. (b) Obtained DEM using the bistatic backscattering and forward-scattering interferometric data. (c) Height
difference between the DEM produced using the bistatic data and the DTM. (d) Height difference between SRTM and DTM.

B. Geocoded Power Images

Fig. 10(a) shows the geocoded power of both SAR images
superposed on a rotated orthophoto of the area. The backscat-

tered power is located on the left side, while the forward-
scattered one is on the right side of the image. The shadowing
introduced by the buildings of the urban area is clearly visible
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Fig. 11. Retrieved heights from a military facility.

in the forward-scattering acquisition. In this case, the double-
shadow effect inherent to bistatic radar is maximized, while in
the backscattering geometry, the shaded areas are determined
by the receiver as its incidence angle is larger than the incidence
angle for the transmitter; see Fig. 2.

C. DEM and Error Assessment

The resulting DEM combining both acquisitions is shown
in Fig. 10(b). The calculated DEM clearly matches the un-
derlying topography, showing Sant Pere Martir Hill on the
left and Montjuic on the right. In order to evaluate the DEM
with more details and to carry out an error assessment, it has
been compared with a reference DTM, which only considers
the terrain but not the buildings, provided by the ICC. The
difference between the bistatic DEM and the DTM is shown in
Fig. 10(c). Intuitively, it is possible to observe that, in the urban
area, the difference is higher and positive while, in the two
bare hills, the differences are close to zero. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the height differences are due to the buildings.
It can be noticed that there is a straight red line at the right part
of Fig. 10(c), which is due to the secondary lobes of the direct
signal from the satellite. The phase of those pixels in the bistatic
SAR image corresponds to the position of the receiver; thus, the
residual interferogram has a wrong phase for those pixels, and
consequently, an erroneous height is retrieved. The green area
at the lower left part of Fig. 10(c), representing a bias of about
40 m, corresponds to a pair of tall electricity pylons made of
steel and its corresponding power lines. At the same time, the
underlaying terrain is in a shadowed area.

Fig. 11 shows a detail of the retrieved height for a military
facility located nearby UPC’s campus. It is possible to observe
the height of the walls (in green) and also the height of the two
towers at the entrance.

An SRTM DEM of the scene has also been compared with
the ICC’s DTM. The height difference between them, which
is smaller in this case, is shown in Fig. 10(d). The incidence
angle of the SRTM mission was much lower than the one with
the bistatic receiver. Thus, it was possible to partially see the

Fig. 12. Height difference normalized histograms for the (a) backscattering
and (b) forward-scattering data. (Solid line) Bistatic DEM-DTM. (Big-small
dashes) SRTM-DTM. (Big dashes) Bistatic DEM-SRTM.

TABLE I
BACKSCATTERING AREA STATISTICS

streets, which have similar height than the DTM. The limited
resolution of the SRTM product used, which is 90 × 90 m,
reduces the impact of the taller buildings on the DEM as it
averages all the contributions within the same resolution cell.
On the contrary, the bistatic receiver mainly sees the roofs of
the buildings.

To compare the height differences of the two DEMs with re-
spect to the DTM, their normalized histograms have been calcu-
lated considering only the pixels with information in the bistatic
data. The results are clearly biased by both the resolution of the
product and its acquisition geometry. As commented before, the
SRTM DEM has an elevation that is, in general, an average
of the building heights and the terrain in edified areas while
it is not biased in the rest. On the contrary, the bistatic DEM
has a better resolution, and it shows mostly the height of the
buildings in edified areas while it is not significantly affected
by the acquisition geometry in the rest. The medium resolution
DTM is not affected by any geometrical consideration. For the
backscattering area, which is mostly a barely vegetated hill
and low edifices, the height difference normalized histograms
[Fig. 12(a)] of (solid line) bistatic DEM–DTM and (big dashes)
bistatic DEM-SRTM present similar standard deviations, while
the mean of the former is biased to larger values, as can be seen
in Table I. The height difference normalized histogram of (big-
small dashes) SRTM-DTM has a lower standard deviation.
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Fig. 13. Decomposition of the (solid line) DEM-DTM normalized histograms
into the (big-small dashes) barely vegetated hill with no buildings and the (big
dashes) urban region contributions.

TABLE II
BACKSCATTERING DEM-DTM STATISTICS DECOMPOSITION

TABLE III
FORWARD-SCATTERING AREA STATISTICS

The barely vegetated hill with no buildings and the urban
region can be easily identified for backscattering area. Thus, it
is possible to decompose the normalized histograms into two
contributions. Fig. 13 shows the decomposition of the DEM-
DTM normalized histogram; the (big-small dashes) urban, (big
dashes) hill, and (solid line) total histogram are plotted. Table II
shows the decomposed statistics for the DEM-DTM difference.
Since the major part of the area is urban, the urban contribution
is similar to the total one, presenting a bias of about 13 m.
However, the hill contribution has only a bias of 1 m.

For the forward-scattering area, the height difference nor-
malized histograms [Fig. 12(b)] of (solid line) bistatic DEM-
DTM and (big dashes) DEM-SRTM show a larger mean and a
wider standard deviation than before, as presented in Table III.
This is because the urban area includes a more heterogeneous
distribution of buildings with different heights. The (big-small
dashes) SRTM-DTM difference presents a narrower standard
deviation and a lower mean than the other previous ones. This
can be explained by the SRTM acquisition geometry and the
way the interferometric phase offset has been calculated that
bias the DEM to higher elevations.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the application of single-pass bistatic interfer-
ometry with fixed-receiver configurations for DEM generation
has been presented. The basic equations regarding image reso-
lution and interferometric processing, including those related to
geocoding, have been derived and discussed. The particularities

driven by the bistatic acquisition geometry have been high-
lighted and compared with the classical monostatic case. The
derived formulation is general, and it can be applied to the two
basic acquisition geometries: forward scattering and backscat-
tering. The development of the interferometric processing chain
has also included the estimation of the unknown phase offset of
the interferogram. A method not based on control points has
been proposed and its limitations discussed. The phase offset
can be obtained by minimizing the rms value of the height
difference between the obtained DEM and a reference one.
Only in urban areas, the presence of buildings combined with
the high incidence angles of the fixed-receiver line of sight
causes the phase offset obtained to bias the DEM to higher
elevations.

The theoretical developments have been complemented by
experimental results with SABRINA. Two different DEMs of
the city of Barcelona have been obtained, one with a backscat-
tering geometry and ERS as the transmitter of opportunity
and the other in forward scattering and using ENVISAT. The
experimental data have allowed the validation of the interfero-
metric processing chain and have highlighted the particularities
of bistatic geometries. As expected, the observation of the
scene by the receiver at near grazing angles results in images
that contain more scatterers corresponding to the top of the
buildings than from the ground level. This phenomena has been
clearly highlighted in the detailed comparisons of the retrieved
bistatic DEM with a DTM, which do not include buildings, and
the SRTM DEM, whose heights are an average between the
elevation of the streets and those of the top of the buildings.

This paper has demonstrated the capability of bistatic sys-
tems based on a fixed receiver and orbital satellites as nonco-
operative transmitters to produce DEMs. The DEMs are not
the final application we are foreseeing but the first logical step
toward the development of a monitoring tool of subsidence
phenomena. The next steps are oriented to the obtention of
repeat-pass interferograms, the acquisition of an interferometric
data set in an area affected by urban subsidence to which
apply advanced DInSAR techniques and the development of
a truly multistatic system with a larger number of receivers
deployed.
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